Dissolution kinetics of three-component compressed solid mixtures with largely different solubilities: flaking spheres.
The dissolution kinetics of three-component compressed solid spheres of various compositions of mannitol (MAN), sulfamethoxazole (SMX), and trimethoprim (TMP) were studied. Because the solubility of MAN was approximately 300 times that of SMX and TMP, the flaking phenomenon during dissolution process was observed. The critical flaking line was drawn between two critical flaking points in the triangular composition diagram of MAN-SMX-TMP mixtures (i.e., the compositions of 0.5022 MAN and 0.4978 SMX mass fractions, and 0.4906 MAN and 0.5094 TMP mass fractions), thus dividing the system into two distinct regions; namely, nonflaking and flaking regions. In the case of nonflaking region, only three dissolution behaviors for MAN-SMX-TMP three-component mixtures were proposed. The calculated dissolution rates of all components by using the multicomponent dissolution model previously proposed were found to satisfactorily approximate the observed values for both two- and three-component solid mixtures. In the case of flaking region, the observed dissolution rate of MAN was found to be the exponential function of the mass fraction ratio of either SMX or TMP to MAN for both two- and three-component mixtures. The slope of the semilogarithmic plot of the observed MAN dissolution rate versus the mass fraction ratio of either SMX or TMP to MAN was defined as retarding coefficients of SMX or TMP, r'(SMX) or r'(TMP), respectively. The erosion rate of either SMX or TMP was the product of mass fraction ratio of drug to MAN and the exponential function of such mass fraction ratio. The mathematical model was developed on the basis of simultaneous erosion followed by dissolution of eroded particles to predict the dissolution rate of each drug from MAN-SMX-TMP compressed solid spheres within the flaking region.